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Investigator-led Processing Systems (IPS)
Some Simple Objectives for Science Data Systems
Software Architecture
JPSS Develops GRAVITE
Performance
• Enable reuse of key framework components to save development time and effort
• Characterize the components of science data systems into basic functions 
• Architect so data system changes can be separated from algorithm changes
• Manage changes to different schedules with minimal interference and dependency
• Enable quick prototyping and proof of scalability and costing for new missions
Building the Laptop Version of IPS Building the Product Generation 
Executable (PGE)
• The Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration’s (NOAA’s) next-generation operational Earth observation Program
• NASA is acquiring and implementing the JPSS, comprised of multiple spacecraft and a common ground 
system.
• The JPSS Common Ground System 
• Acquires, processes and distributes global environmental data from multiple polar-orbiting satellites.
• Currently provides NOAA with operational continuity of satellite-based observations and products from the 
Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (SNPP) satellite.  Will add JPSS-1, Launch November 2017.
• GRAVITE is the “Government Resource for Algorithm Verification, Independent Test, 
and Evaluation”, a part of the Calibration and Validation Node of JPSS
• GRAVITE supports the SNPP and JPSS mission and in operations since SNPP launch, October 2011.
• GRAVITE Services facilitates: Algorithm Integration and Checkout; Product Operational Tuning; Instrument 
Calibration; Product Validation; Algorithm Investigation; Data Quality Support and Monitoring 
• Science algorithms are provided by NOAA Center for Satellite Applications & 
Research (STAR)
• IPS is a subsystems of GRAVITE built by NASA project engineers
• A data-driven science data production system consisting of ingest, archive storage, processing and 
distribution components
• Runs Product Generations Executables (PGE)  which consists of algorithms for satellite instrument 
calibration and data quality monitoring
• Receives input data from JPSS Interface Data Processing Segment (IDPS), STAR, External providers 
and Investigator Computing Facility (ICF)
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• Monitor	directories,	logs,	
database
• Display	process	status
• Display	Ingest	statistics,	
distribution	statistics
• Display	data	quality
• Monitor,	control	PGE	runs
• Change	system	settings
• Plan	and	run	PGEs
• Analyze	product	file	quality
• Identify	data	gaps
• Analyze	instrument	
performance
• Acquire	files
• Validate	files
• Update	inventory
• Process	Data	Delivery	
Reports
Distribution
• Search	inventory
• Stage	subscription	files
• Push	subscription	files
• Aggregate	and	send	data	
quality	alerts
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• Landing Zone: Data sources either push files to the Landing Zone or Pull Server pulls remote files
and place them on the Landing Zone
• Ingest: Looks for new files on Landing Zone; Reads file metadata; writes metadata related entries
to the database ; Archives files in GPFS storage
• Workflow Manager: Sends PGE information to the Planner. Planner checks to see if all pre-
conditions are met for running a PGE. If conditions are met, Workflow Manager sends a task to
Resource Manager
• Resource Manager: Executes task on available machine. Outputs are sent to the Landing Zone
for ingest
• Monitor and Control: reports status and accepts commands through web interface
• Cleanup: remove files that exceed prescribed expiration times
• GRAVITE Inventory: Includes Postgres Database and IBM’s General Parallel File System (GPFS)
cluster file system storage
Adapting the GRAVITE system for general use as a 
science data processing system
• Direct reuse of core GRAVITE IPS software
• Simplify build and deploy process into a data system build and a science product generation build: Algorithms can be changed 
without having to rebuild the entire data system
• Configure to work in a laptop environment on a single laptop computer
• Demonstrate the capability for AURA OMI data product generation
Hardware Environment
GRAVITE Containerization
• Use Docker technology to provide an image of GRAVITE and runtime container instance. 
• Supports building and running distributed applications on laptops, data centers or in the cloud. 
• Building a GRAVITE image enables GRAVITE to run in a container on any platform environment that supports running Docker-
compatible Linux image (i.e., Ubuntu).
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• Configuration changes were made to the GRAVITE setup, deploy 
and build scripts, e.g., changing specific hostnames to localhost.  
• Installing GRAVITE inside of a container is simpler than installing 
on the host or virtual machine image.
• Adding a PGE involves adding a layer on top of the 
GRAVITE image
Ingest – Acquire and validate files from data providers or users, extract metadata from submitted files, 
add new files and metadata to the GRAVITE inventory, process data delivery reports, and request 
retransmission of incomplete submissions.
Data Processing – Run Product Generating Executables (PGEs) on specified schedules when 
required resources are available, analyze the quality of inventoried data and detect data trends, store data 
quality analysis results in the database for user access, generate Data Quality Assurance Alerts, and 
analyze instrument performance.  
Distribution – Enable users to search for and download inventoried data, enable users to order data, 
stage ordered data for users to pull, push ordered data to authorized users, provide access to data quality 
analysis results, and publish Data Quality Assurance alerts
Cleanup – Remove expired files and database entries
Monitoring and Control – Collect system status and performance data, enable operators to 
monitor stats and control system functions.
Investigator-led Processing System Data Flow
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• Specify	OS	image	base
• Add	GRAVITE	source	code
• Add	packages
• Setup	postgress db
• Add	users
• Run	sql to	setup	tables
• Build	source	code
• Deploy	gravite code
• Set	up	symmlinks &	dir
• Deploy	java	war	file
• Start	postgresql
• Start	tomcat
• Start	ingest,	pgemgr
Ubuntu	Image GRAVITE	+	PGE	Image
Dockerfile
• Specify	GRAVITE	image
• Add	packaged	PGE	code
• Run	wget,	extract	&	install	
HDF5
• Run	sql script	to	add	PGE	
info	to	postgres db
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The OMI-OMPS data comparison 
Product Generation Executable (PGE)
PGE Output Products
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Total	column	ozone	data	for	the	SNPP	OMPS	
instrument	for	July	14, 2017	with	white	
representing	higher	Dobson	Unit	values
Total	column	ozone	data	for	the	AURA	OMI	
instrument	for	July	14, 2017	with	white	
representing	higher	Dobson	Unit	values
A	comparison	for	July	14	with	green/red	
representing	where	OMI	reported	higher	
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• Read	HDF5	OMI	and	OMPS	data	file	for	latest	day	in	local	directory
• Read	cumulative	statistics	comparison	csv	&	worldmap geopolitical	segments	file
• Expand	OMPS	1	deg grid	values	to	populate	.25	deg LL	grid	for	matching	OMI	grid
• Create	geopolitical	segment	overlay	to	match	.25	deg Lat Lon	grid
• Compute	comparison	statistics	for	input	OMI	&	OMPS	data	&	add	to	statistics
• Create	image	of	OMPS	minus	OMI	column	ozone,	apply	psuedo color	table	&	add	overlay
• Create	OMPS	&	OMI	images,	use	Dobson	Unit	to	brightness	value	table	&	add	overlay
• Write	images	in	TIFF	format,	Write	updated	cumulative	statistics	comparison	csv	file
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• IBM Spectrum Scale; 1.1 PB
• 7 Dell PowerEdge R430 servers: 24 cores+256GB
• 12 Virtual Machines: 8 cores+48GB RAM
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux
• Nominal Ingest rates of 1.4 TB/day per satellite
• Nominal Distribution of 2.2TB/day per satellite
• Scalable to serve peak demands
• Observed Ingest rates of up to 16 TB/day
• 100 Ksloc Java Custom Code
• Designed to be built and deployed to servers that 
have been set up with open source packages.
• GMSEC JAVA API and Middleware
• Open Source Packages:
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